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Abstract 
In this paper we generalize the definition of linear convergence to matrix sequences. This new definition is used to 
establish some new results useful to study the new extension of Henrici's method. A convergence theorem, an algorithm 
for implementation f this method and some numerical examples are given. 
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O.  In t roduct ion  and  notat ions  
As in the scalar and the vector cases, the matrix sequences occur most naturally in numerical 
analysis: 
- In the digital sum of power series in a matrix. In this case, the suggestion of Golub and Van 
Loan [8] for computing a function f(A) of a p × p matrix is to approximate it with the sequence 
of matrices gk(A), where gk might be a tnmcated Taylor series approximate of order k to f .  
A source of such problems lies in the theory of differential equation of type X"(t) = -AX(t) 
where A and X(t) are p x p matrices. 
- To solve the linear matrix equtions X -  AXD ----- C (which are studied in more general situations 
by Wimmer [ 16]), we construct Sn as Sn+l = A S~D+ C, which converges, under some conditions, 
to the solution of the equation. 
- To calculate the value of continued fraction of matrix. In [6], Busby and Fair study a continued 
fraction 
I A A 
I+  I+  I + ... 
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where A is an element of a banach algebra. This continued fraction converges , under some 
assumptions to an element B where AB is a root of the polynomial X 2 +X-A .  I fA is a p × p 
matrix it is possible to construct a sequence of matrices A~ (by the convegent of order k of 
the continued fraction), which converges to a matrix B where AB is the root of the polynomial 
matrix X 2 + X - A. 
Matrix sequences play a central role in numerical analysis. It converge, under certain assumptions, 
to the solution of the problem but, in some cases, the convergence is slow. So, it is natural to extend 
the extrapolation methods to the matricial case. Wynn, in [18], suggests (as far as we know) the 
only extrapolation method applied to matrices, which is a matricial version of the epsilon algorithm. 
This method was applied by Brezinski [2] to compute the inverse of matrices and to accelerate the 
convergence of some matrix sequences, and by Tan and Andrew [14] for numerical computation of 
partial derivatives of several eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix which depends on a number of 
parameters. The disadvantage of this method is that it requires to compute, at each step, the inverse 
or the pseudo-inverse of a matrix. It is explanable that Wynn uses the vectorial epsilon algorithm 
instead of the matrix one avoiding the computation of the inverse of a matrix at each step of the 
algorithm. 
For this reason, it is fundamental to construct other extrapolation methods for accelerating the 
convergence of the matrix sequences (S,). Such a construction eeds sufficient information about 
(Sn) and the error sequences (S, - S), where S is the limit of (S,). In the scalar and vector cases, 
two important ypes of convergent sequence were defined: linearly and logarithmically convergent 
sequences. Such sequences were studied by several authors. 
In a recent paper by the present author [1], a study and applications of linear convergence of 
vector sequences and relations between the definitions proposed in [10, 11, 13] were given. We now 
extend this work in two ways. Firstly, we generalize the definition of linear convergence for matrix 
sequences, and we give some results about this convergence. Using this definition, we generalize a
theorem given in [ 1,7, 17], which gives the relation between the asymptotic behaviour of the ratios 
of the errors (S , -  S) and that of the differences (Sn+l -Sn)  for linearly convergent scalar sequences. 
Such a result is important because it allows us to recognize the occurrence of the linear convergence 
in matrix sequences. We also give some properties about the matrix B used in the definition of linear 
convergence of matrix sequences, which is not unique in the general case. This remark obviously 
merits explanation. 
Secondly, we give for the first time as far as we know, an extension of Henrici's transformation 
[9] to matrix sequences. One of the reason of our interest in this method is the paper of Sadok [13], 
where he made a comparison study of the vector epsilon algorithm, topological epsilon algorithm 
and Henrici's method for vector sequences, and he showed by examples that the Henrici's method 
is more efficient than the others. The advantage of the Henrici's method to matrix sequences is 
the easier way to implement it with the H-algorithm, it involves only addition of matrices and 
multiplication by scalars. 
Henrici's method to matrix sequences i defined as a ratio of determinants. Applying the extension 
of the Schur complement [3] we obtain a new formula which is used to prove a convergence 
acceleration theorem. We also give a way for implementing this transformation based on the H- 
algorithm [4, 5] and some numerical examples. These examples consist in calculating the partial sum 
of a power series in a matrix, the solution of the matrix equation X - AXD = C, and the inversion 
of I -D  for every nonsingular matrix D such that [I D II is less than 1. 
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In this paper we use the following notation. We denote by U=(Ul,U2 .... ,up) T E C p a complex 
vector, by A = (ai,j)ij E Mp×q(C) a complex matrix, and by B = (bid)id E Mp×p(C) a complex 
square matrix. We also use the following vector norms: II U 11~= maxl.<i.<p l ui I, II U Ill--ET=, l u, I, 
II u 112--(~ff=, I u, 12) '/2. We let IIB II2 be the induced matrix norm, and we consider the following 
matrix norms: IIA II,---- Maxl<~j~<q EP=, ] ai,j 1, and IIA I1~---- ~v"=PJ=q 12) '/2 i=,,j l l aij (the Frobenius matrix 
norm), and we shall use the natation II. II, where II. II-- II. I1~ or II. I1~. 
We define (&) -- (sij(n))i/ E Mp×q(C) to be a sequence of complex matrices converging to S, 
and we denote by (E~) = (& -S )  = (eij(n))ij and (A&) = (&+, -&)  = (Asij(n))i/ respectively the 
sequence of the errors and the differences. 
1. L inear  convergence  to  mat r ix  sequences  
This section has two objects. The first is to define linear convergence for matrix sequences and 
its properties. The second is to give some results which are important for the next section. 
1.1. Definitions and examples 
Recall that a sequence (&) of numbers converges linearly if 
- there exists a number s such that lim,__.oo s, = s, 
- there exists N E N such that Vn >N, Sn # S and, 
- there exists a number r such that -1  ~ r < 1 and 
lim sn+~ - s _ r. 
n---+cc S n --  S 
Let us now consider a sequence of complex matrices (&) E Mp×q(C) .  By analogy with the vector 
case [ 1, 10], we propose the following definition of linear convergence. 
Def in i t ion  1.1. Let (&) E Mp×q(C)  be a sequence converging to S. The convergence of (&) is 
linear if and only if 
- there exists N E ~ such that Vn ~>N Sn # S and, 
- there exists a nonsingular matrix B E Mp×p(C) with II B II < 1 such that 
l im (&+'  - S )  - B (&  - S )  = O. (1 )  
. -+~ II & - s  II 
For each nonsingular matrix B such that ]l B II is less than 1 we call LB the set of convergent 
sequences which satisfy (1). 
We remark that in some cases the matrix B is not unique. 
Example  1.2. Let (Sn) be the matrix sequence defined by 
(<½)n 
Sn = \<¼)°  , 
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then (Sn) converges to 0 and, using II • [IF, it follows that (S.) E LB, where 
(:) B= 2 
0 
for a l l cECanddEC-{0 ,1}  such thatc 2+d 2 < 3. 
Example 1.3. Let us now consider the matrix A. such that II A II is less than 1, then I -A  is 
nonsingular and (I - A)-  1 go i = ~i=0 A is the limit of S. = ~=0 Ai. In this case, if A is nonsingular 
we have (S.) E LA. 
1.2. Some results about linearly convergent sequences 
Let us first propose the following theorem, which gives the asymptotic behaviour of the ratios 
II E.+, II/11Eo II and II AS. II/11Eo II. This theorem will be used for proving other results. 
Theorem 1.4. Let (Sn) E Mp×q(C) be a sequence converging to S. I f  there exists a nonsingular 
matrix B E Mp×p(C) such that II B II is less than 1 and (Sn) E LB (S. is linearly convergent), then 
the following inequalities hold." 
[I En+I I I ~< II B II (2) ~< l im sup II E. II 1 n- - - *oo  inf II E.+I II II 8-1 II ~ lim II E. II 
and 
1 II Aan II supl I AS. II 4 II B II +a. (3) 
1 II 8-1 II ~ l ina inf II E. 1------~ ~< li~rnoo II E. I-------T 
Proof. Let (S.) E LB. There exists a matrix sequence ~. = (~;,j(n))i,j. converging to 0 such that 
E.+I -BE .  --II E. II ~.. (4) 
For e > 0 there exists an integer N such that 
II ~. II < ~ for all n > N. (5) 
From (4) we have En+l =11En II O~n "~- BE. and the triangle inequality gives 
II ~. II ~< II E.+I I11 ~< II g II + II an II. (6) 
II En II 
II BEn II 
II E. II 
We also have 
II BE. II 
II En II 
II BE. II 1 
II B-1BE. II II g - '  II 
From (5)-(7), and choosing s < 1/11B -1 II there exists N~ such that 
1 II En+l II ~< It B II +~ for all n > N,, 
II B -1 II ~ ~< II E. I-------~ 
which ends the proof of (2). 
(7) 
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Using (2) and AS. = En+l -En ,  (3) follows. [] 
Remark 1.5. (a) Given (S,) E Ls with B nonsingular and lib II less than 1. If limn__.~ IIE,+I II/11 E. II = 
R exists then, from Theorem 1.4, we obtain 0 < 1/11B -1 II ~<R~ II B I1< 1. 
In general, the converse is not true, as proved by the following example. Let (S,) be a sequence 
of matrices defined by 
Sn= ((½)"COS(½mZ) (½)n~. 
(,)n) 
Then (Sn) converges to 0, and if we use the Frobenius matrix norm II. ]IF, we may prove that 
lim._~[[ E.+I II/11E. II -- 1, but there is no matrix B such that (S.) E Ls. 
(b) If there exist two matrices B and Bn, with B nonsingular and II B II less than 1, and B. 
converging to 0 such that E.+1 = (B + Bn)En, then 
lim En+l - BEn _ 0, 
. - -~ II E. II 
and hence (Sn) E Ls. The converse is not always true: from Example 1.2 we know that S~ E Ls but 
we cannot find two matrices B' and B'., with B' nonsingular and II n'  II < 1, and B'. convergent to 
0 such that E.+I = (B' + B'n)E.. 
1.3. Relations between the sequences (En) and (ASh) 
The definition of linear convergence (1) depends on the sequence of errors (E. = S. -S) .  Therefore, 
if we have not some information about (E.), we cannot know whether (Sn) converges linearly or 
not. That is the reason why, in this section, we propose a new definition, obtained from (1) by 
substituting (AS.) for (En). This definition is equivalent to the first one, as we prove in Theorem 
1.9, and will be used in the sequel. 
Let us first recall the relations between (En) and (ASh) in the scalar and vector cases. 
(a) Scalar case. Let (sn) E C be a scalar sequence converging to s, then we have the following 
result: 
Theorem 1.6 (Delahaye [7] and Wimp [17]). Given r E C, I r l<  1, then 
lim e"+-----L = r i f  and only if  lim AS.+l 
n~oo en n4oo ASh 
_ _  B r .  
(b) Vector case. 
Theorem 1.7 (Benchiboun [1]). Let (s,) E C p be a vector sequence converging to s E C p. Given 
B E Mp×p(C) nonsingular and 11B i[ < 1, then 
lim en+l - Be. _ 0 i f  and only if  lim As.+l - BAs. = O. 
" - '~ II e. 1[ "- '~ II As. II 
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(c) Matrix case. 
Let us now consider a sequence (S.) E Mpxq(C ) converging to S E Mpxq(C). Define 
AS.+, 
Dn - [1 AS. [-----i E Mp×q( C ), 
and C. = ~ ~ A . be a series with A.,0 = D. and A.,i =l iD.  II liD.+, [1 "-" lID.+,-1 II On+i for i~> 1. i=0 n,t 
We first give the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.8. I f  there exists B E Mpxp(C)  nonsingular and l[ B 11 < 1 such that 
AS.+I - BAS. 
lim = 0 
n--~ IIAS. II 
then, 
(i) 1 I1 AS"+, II II B- '  I1 ~ l i rn inf II AS" 11 
II AS,+I II ~< lim sup "~< [[ B II, (8) 
" - '~ II AS. II 
(ii) the series Cn converges normally, 
1 II B II 
(iii) II B- '  I1 II B - / I I  ~< li~rn°~ inf II Cn II ~ lirno~ sup II C. II ~ 1 -  11 B I1" (9) 
Proof. The assertion (i) is obvious, and (ii) follows from (i). 
(iii): From (i), it can be shown that 
lim~ sup II c .  II II ~ II 
1 -  II s I1 
We also have 
[I (B -  I)C. [I >1 
AS. AS. 
II (B - I )C .  + B II AS" I--------~ II - II B II AS" Im---~ 11 , 
and we can prove that 
AS. . '~  
lim (B- I )Cn +B~))  = O. (10) 
So, for all e such that 0 < e < 1/11B -1 [[, there exists N such that, for n > N, 
AS" II gAS" II 
II (g -1)6~ II > II g II ASn Id-----/ II -~ - II B-1BAS" [[ e' 
therefore, for such an index, 
II (B - / )  II It C, II > II B-1 II ~' 
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and finally we obtain 
1 1 
lirno~ inf II cn II > II g - '  I~ II (W-  I)H" [] 
We use this lemma for proving the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.9. Let S. E Mpxq(C) be a sequence converging to S and B E Mpxp(C) be a nonsingular 
matrix such that ]] B II less than 1, then 
lim E.+1 - BEn __ 0 if and only if lim ASn+I - BAS. = O. 
n-~ II E. II . -~  II AS. II 
Proof. (3 ) :  The result follows from (2) and (3) of Theorem 1.4. 
(~) :  We have 
Sn+j+2 - S.+j+, =]1 AS. ][ ]] Dn 11... I[ D.+j_~ 11Dn+j, for j = 0,1,2,. . .  
By summation we obtain 
i 
S.+i+2 - S.+l =H AS. 11 ~--~A.,j for all i. 
j=0 
From Lemma 1.8, the series C. converges, therefore, when i tends to infinity, it follows that 
E.+1 = - I I  AS. II C. 
and thus 
En+, - BE ,  =11 As. II (B - I )C .  + B II . 
Finally, from (3) and (10) we obtain 
lim E.+1 - BE. _ 0 [] 
° -~ II E. II 
Remark 1.10. Theorem 1.9 is important because it allows us to recognize, through the sequence 
(AS.), whether or not (S.) converges linearly. 
For each nonsingular matrix B such that 11 B 11 is less than 1, we obtain, from Theorem 1.9, 
LB={ (S" )c°nverg ingt°xsuchthat l imAS"+l -BAS"  } , - - . ~  11 AS, 11 = 0 . 
Very often, it is easy to verify if (Sn) belongs to LB or not. 
1.4. Properties of the matrix B 
In the general case the matrix B is not unique (see Example 1.2). 
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In order to determine the relations between the two matrices B and B' such that (S,) belongs 
to LBNLB, and the conditions under which B is unique, we first give the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 1.11. Let (S,) be a sequence converging to S. I f  there exists a matrix B E Mp×p(C) 
such that (S,) E LB, then for every matrix B' E Mp×p(C) 
(S, , )EL B, i f  and only if lim (B -B ' )AS"  -o .  (11) 
II AS. II 
1.4.1. A sufficient condition for uniqueness of the matrix B 
In this section we consider the square matrix sequence (Sn) E Mp×p(C). Let us first give an 
example for which B is unique. 
Example 1.12. Let (S,) be a sequence defined by 
(S,) converges to 0, and using the Frobenius matrix norm 11. ]iF we may prove that B = diag(½, ½) 
is the unique matrix such that (S,) E LB. 
Let us now study a sufficient condition that assures the uniqueness of B. Before we do this, the 
following lemma is needed. 
Lemma 1.13 (Ostrowski [12, p. 168]). Let A E Mpxp(C) be a matrix. Then 
II A IIU' II A 112 I det(A)I (p -  1)~p-1)/2" 
This lemma will be used to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.14. Given (S,) E Mp×p(C), let B E Mpxp(C) be a nonsingular matrix with 11B 11 < 1, 
such that (S,) E LB. I f  there exists a real number d > 0 and an integer N > 0 such that I det(AS,) I 
>_-d II AS, II p, for n > N, then the matrix B is unique. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists a nonsingular matrix B' with 11B' l] < 1, such that S, E LB,, then, 
from Theorem 1.11, there exists a matrix sequence (e,) converging to 0 such that 
(B - B' )AS, 
--e,.  (12) 
II As. II 
By assumption the matrix AS,/I[ AS, II is nonsingular for n larger than N. 
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Therefore, from (12) and using the induced matrix norm I[. [I2 and Lemma 1.13, we can show 
that 
1 for n>N.  II B -8 '  112 II E. ll2 d(p- 1) (p-l)/2 
So, when n tends to infinity, we obtain B = B'. [] 
Using the notation (S,) = (&fin))id and (ASn) = (Asij(n))i,j, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 1.15. Given (Sn) c Mp×p(C), let B ¢ Mp×p(C) be a nonsingular matrix with II 8' II < 1, 
such that (&) E LB. I f  l im,~ As,j(n)/ll AS, II = cij exists for all i,j = 1,2 .... , p, and if the matrix 
C = (c~;)~,; is nonsingular, then the matrix B is unique. 
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 1.14. [] 
For Example 1.12, using the Frobenius matrix norm, the matrix C = diag(- lx /2, -½x/2)  is 
nonsingular and B is unique. 
Example 1.16. Let (S,) be the sequence defined by 
((-½r (5) o) 
s. = \ (k)° (½)n 
Then (S,) converges to 0 and, using the Frobenius matrix norm [[ . [IF, we can prove that B = 
diag(-½, ½) is the unique matrix such that (Sn) 6 Le. 
Note that the sequence (&) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.14 but not those of Corollary 
1.15 because Asll(n)/[I ASn [I does not converge. 
1.4.2. The diagonal case 
In this section, we consider the sequences (S,) E Mp×q(C) for which B is a diagonal matrix. 
We have the following result. 
Proposition 1.17. Let (S,) E Mpxq(C ) be a sequence converging to S such that 
lim,~o~ Asij(n)/N ASh II = c,j exists for all i = 1,2,..., p and j = 1,2 .... , q. Let B = diag(2~, 22,..., 2p) 
t i 
and B' -- diag(2' 1,22,..., 2p) ,  tWO diagonal matrices such that Sn E L8 f-)Le,. I f  there exist i,j such 
that cij ~ O, then the diagonal matrices B and B' coincide. 
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 1.11. [] 
Remark 1.18. From Proposition 1.17 we remark that, if (S,) E LB with B a diagonal matrix and, if 
for all i E {1,2, . . . ,p} there exists j E {1,2 .... ,q} such that cij ~ 0 then, B is unique. 
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2. Matrix version of Henriei's transformation 
The aim of this section is to define and to study the matrix version of Henrici's transformation. 
This method is implemented and applied to some matrix sequences. 
2.1. Definitions 
We shall first recall the definition of Henrici's transformation i the vector case. For a vector 
sequence (Sn) E C p Henrici proposed the following transformation [9, formula 5-3, p. 116] which is 
studied in [13]: 
h" (Sn) --+ (hn) ;  hn = Sn -X , (AXn) - IAs , ,  
where AT, is the matrix whose columns are As,,...,dS,+p_l. 
Sadok [13, formula (2), p. 103] noticed that h, can be expressed as a ratio of two determinants. 
Let (S,) E Mp×q(C) be a matrix sequence converging to S and U = (ul,uz,...,Uq) v E C q be a 
complex vector. We consider the following matrix sequence transformation H:  (S,) ~ (H,) defined 
by the ratio of two determinants 
= 
an • • ' Sn + p 
q q 
Z As,j(.). j  ... ASlj(. + p). j  
j=l  j=l  
q q 
Z Aspj(n)uj  . . .  Z ASpj(n q- p )u j  
j=l  j--l 
÷ 
" • " 1 
q q 
Z Asij(n)uj ... Z Asu(n + p)uj 
j=l  j=l  
q q 
Z Aspj(n)uj ... ~ Aspj(n + p)uj 
j=l j=l 
(13) 
where the generalized eterminant in the numerator denotes the matrix obtained by expanding it 
with respect o its first row, (that is a combination of the matrices S,,S,+1,...,S,+p). 
Then/4, can also be expressed as follows: 
Hn = 
Sn ASh . . .  AS.+p_l 
ASnU A2Sn U . . .  A2Sn+p_lU 
+IA2S, U ... AZSn+p_IUI, (14) 
where AS,+iU is the vector obtained by multiplying the matrix AS.+i by the vector U, and A2Sn -= 
ASn+1 -AS, .  Of course the nonsingularity of the matrix (A2SnU, A2S,+I U, A2S,+p_IU) is assumed, 
for all n. 
Denote by S~, H i the lth columns respectively of S, and Hn, for l = 1,2,..., q. Therefore, from 
(14), we obtain 
s'. As'. ... AS'n+ _I 
O~n = AS.U AEs .u  . .  A2g.+p_,V +IAZS"U " AZSn+p-IUI" (15)  
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Applying the extension of the Schur complement for the vector case [3] to Hn ~, we obtain 
H~ S / , 1 l T = - (AS~,  AS~+l  . . . . .  * AS~+p_I) (AZS.U, A2S.+IU,...,A2S.+p_IU)-IAS.U (16) 
where X .  a = a .  X stands for the linear combination a lXi +a2X2+...+apYp if a = (a l, a2 .... , ap)T • 
C p and Y = (XI,X2 .... ,Xp) v, where X, • C p. 
Let us use the same definition in the matrix case, that is, D .  a = a .D  = alD~ +azDz-k ' . .+apDp,  
if a = (a l ,a2 , . . . ,ap)  T • C p and D = (D1,Dz,.. . ,Dp) r where Di • Mp×q(C).  
Thus, from (16), we immediately obtain 
H. = S. - (AS., AS.+I .... , ASn+p_~ )T . (AZS.U, A2S.+~ U,... ,  AZS,+p_I U)-1AS.U. (17) 
If we set q = 1 and U = 1, then H is Henrici's transformation i  the vector case [9]. 
2.2. Study of  the matrix version of  Henrici's transformation 
In this section we shall give some results about the transformation H when applied to matrix 
sequences which are linearly convergent. 
Let (S.) be in LB with B nonsingular and [1B II < 1, and let U • Cq. We shall use the following 
notation: (V.) a sequence of vectors defined by V. = ASn U and (An) a sequence of matrices defined 
by A. ---- (V.,BV. . . . .  ,Bp- IVn) .  
In order to prove a convergence acceleration theorem of the Henrici's transformation in the matrix 
case, we first give the following result: 
Lemma 2.1. Given (S.) E La such that B • Mp×p(C) is nonsingular and ]1B II < 1. I f  there exists 
N > 0 such that the matrix A. is nonsingular for all n > N, then 
( I ,B , . . . ,BP- ' )T .  ((A.)- ' ( I  -B ) -1V . )  = (I -B )  -1 fo rn  > N. (18) 
Proof. Let Q(t )= ( -1 )P ( t  p -q l t  p-1 . . . . .  qp) be the characteristic polynomial of B. We know, 
from the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, that 
B p = ql Bp-I -1- q2 Bp-z + .. .  -+- qpI (19) 
So 
BPV,  = ql Bp- I  V, + q2Bp-2Vn q- . . .  q- qpV,.  (20) 
By assumption the vectors V.,BVn,... ,B  p-1 Vn are linearly independent for n > N. Let us now denote 
by al °), al 1) . . . .  , al p-l) the coefficient of the vector Bp+iv. in the basis V.,BV. .... ,B p-~ V.. 
From (19) and (20) we obtain 
(0) _(1) (p--1)xT ,~r,- (0) (l) (P--I)xT for i~>0, 
ai+l~Ui+l,...,ai+l ) = l~,a i ,a i , . . . ,a  i ) 
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where (a~ °), a~'),..., a(o p-l)) = (qp, qp-i .... , q, ) and Y belonging to Mp× p(C) is the matrix defined 
by 
/0 0 
1 0 
y= 0 1 
~0 
It follows that 
• ". 0 qp  
• ". 0 qp- I  
• ' '  0 qp-2  
• .. 1 ql 
(21) 
Let (S,) E LB, and set 
1 ( AS. BAS, Bp-IAS, ) ASn+I-BAS,  
D. -  II AS. [~F An = II AS. ~U, II AS. I-------~ U ' '  II AS. I[~ U and on- -  II AS. I1~ 
For (Sn) E L~, the matrix sequence (On) converges to 0. 
(a0,a , p-l,T . , a  i ) = y i (qp ,  qp_ l  . . . . .  ql) T. (22) 
Let do, d l , . . . ,  dp_ l  be the coefficients of ( I -  B) - IVn  in the basis V,, BV,, ... , B p - I  Vn. We have 
(I - B)-Ivn = doVn + dlBVn +. . .  + dp_lBp-lvn, (23) 
and, since l] B [I < 1 then, (I -B ) -1V ,  = ~i~oBiV,. 
From (22) and (23) we can prove that 
(qp ,  qp- I  . . . .  ,ql) T = ( I -  Y)(do - 1,dl - 1 , . . . ,dp_ l  - 1) T. (24) 
Using (19) and (24) we obtain 
dp_l Bp-I -'k dp-2 Bp-2 + " ' "  q- dlB + doI = (I - B) -1, 
that is 
(I, B, . . . ,  B p -  1 )T,(d0 'd l  . . . . .  dp_  1 )T = ( /  _ B ) - I .  (25) 
Finally, from (23) and (25), the result follows. [] 
We also have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2 (Wilkinson [15]). Let X, Y E Mp×p be two square matrices. Assume that X is nonsin- 
gular and [[ X -1 [[ [[ X - Y [[ < 1, then Y is nonsingular and 
N X-1 11211X -- Y [[ 
II x -1  - Y-~ [1 
1 -  IL x - ,  II II x - Y I1 
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We shall use Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, and II. Ilv to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. Let (S.) E LB with B nonsingular and II B IIv < 1. I f  there exists N > 0 such that 
D. is nonsinyular for n > N and, if l im.~ II D;, -1 I1~ II e.+i [IF --- 0, for i = O, 1,..., p - 1, then 
lim [[ H. - S [Iv _ 0. 
. -~  II s. - s  I1~ 
Proof. Let (Sn) E LB. From (17) we have 
Hn - S = (Sn - S)  - (AS,, ASn+I . . . . .  ASh+p_1 )T ¢~ (A2SnU, A2S,+1U,..., A2Sn+p_l U) -1AS,  U. 
We also have AS.+1 -BAS.  =[1 ASn [Iv O., where O. converges to 0. 
From Lemma 1.8, the ratio [1 AS.+I [Iv/[[ AS. [[v is bounded, and therefore, for all i > 1 AS.+, = 
BIAS.+ 1[ AS. ]Iv Oi. and A2S.+i = f f (B - I )AS.+ 11 ASn [Iv Ai., where 
i--I 
oi  = ~ II AS.+j IIvBi-l_jf~ 
From these relations we have 
(dan, ASh+I,..., ASn+p_1 ) = (AS.,BAS., . . .  ,Bp-I AS.)+ [I AS. Ilv (0, One,..., e p- '  ) (26) 
and 
(AZS.U, A2S.+IU,. ,A2Sn+p_1U) (B I)An+ 11 AS. [Iv (0, 1 . = - A .U, . . . ,Ap-1U) .  (27) 
By assumptions and from Lemma 2.2, with X . . . . .  (B- I )Dn and Y (B-I)D.+(O,A~,U, ,A.P-1U). 
We may prove that 
(AZSnU, A2S,+I U, . . . ,  A2Sn+p_l U)  -1 = ( (B  - I )An) -1 + - -  
where (F.)  is a matrix sequence converging to 0. 
1 
F. (28) 
II ASn fly 
Also, from (26), there exists a matrix sequence (~¢~n) converging to 0 such that 
(AS. ' Agn+ 1 . . . . .  ASn+p_ 1 )T ~r ((B - I )a . )  -1 V. = ((I,B . . . . .  Bp-1 )T .An l (B  _ I ) - '  V.) AS. 
+ II AS. IIv an" 
Since the sequence (S.) E L., from Theorem 1.9, there exists a matrix sequence (c~.) converging 
to 0 such that S.+I - S = B(Sn - S)+ II AS. IIv ~.. 
So dan = (B - 1)(5. - S )+ [[ AS. I1~ ~n, and we immediately obtain 
n,  - S = ( I  - ( ( / ,B , . . .  ,Bp -1)  T .A ;~(B  - 1) -1V,)  (B - I ) )  (S, - S )+ II AS. IIv ~. 
where (6.) is a matrix sequence converging to 0. 
and 
A, n _ II as.+, *-' II AS.+j [[F Bi_I_j( B _ l)O.+y. 
II ASn IIIIv o.+i + ~ II As. IIv j=0 
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Applying Lemma 2.1 it follows that Hn -S  = II As. IIF t~n, and from Theorem 1.4 the ratio 
II AS. Ildll E. I1~ is bounded, and hence 
l im II nn - S IIF _ 0, 
. - -o~ II an - S I1~ 
[] 
Using this theorem we can prove the following result 
Corollary 2.4. Let (S,) E L8 with B nonsingular and 11B ] I F< 1. I f  there exists c > 0 and N > 0 
such that I det(A,) I> c II AS. 112, for n > N then, 
lim I IH . -S ] IF_0 .  
n- - - *oo  II an -s  IIF 
Proof. By assumptions the matrix D, is nonsingular and ] det(D,) 1> c for all n > N. 
Therefore, from Lemma 1.13 and by the relation II D, -1 [IF <~pl/2 II Dn 1 I1=, we can prove that 
II O~ -1 IIr is bounded. Hence 
linao~ II D;  1 I1~11 @)n+i liE = 0 for i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,p  - 1. 
Finally the result follows from Theorem 2.3. [] 
From the proof of Theorem 2.3 we have the following remark: 
Remark 2.5. If (S,) is a matrix sequence converging to S such that En+ 1 = BE, with B nonsingular 
and II B I1~< 1, then ASn+I = BAS,. Moreover, if the matrix A, is nonsingular for all n > N 
then, from (26) and (27), and by a similar proof to that of Theorem 2.3, we can prove that H, = 
S forn  > N. 
Example 2.6. Let us consider a nonsingular matrix D C Mp×p(C) such that [[ D [[ < 1. Then the 
matrix I - D is nonsingular and (I - D) -1 = F_,~o Di. 
__ n i Now, we consider the matrix sequence defined by S, - ~;=0 D which satisfies lim,~o~ S, = (I -D)  -1 
and En+l = DEn. Then, if the matrix (U, DU,...  ,D p-l U) is nonsingular, the matrix A, = D"+I(U, DU, 
... ,D p-1 U) is nonsingular, and from Remark 2.5 we obtain Hn = (I -D)  -1. 
In this case, the transformation H allows us to calculate ( I -  D) -1. We need O(p 4) arithmetic 
operations to compute S,,Sn+I,...,S,+p and O(p 3) for computing H,. 
2.3. Implementation 
We shall now propose an algorithm for implementing Hendci's transformation. We shall use 
the H-algorithm which was first introduced in [4, 5] in order to implement he vector sequence 
transformation. 
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Let (Sn) be a matrix sequence converging to S, we consider the following ratio of  determinants: 
Sn 
gl(n) 
Hp(n)= g2(n) 
gp(n) 
Sn+ p 
gl(n + p)  
gz(n + p)  
gp(n -k- p )  
1 
gl(n) 
-- g2(n) 
gp(n) 
where the (gi(n)) are auxiliary scalar sequences. 
" ' "  1 
• "" gl(n + p)  
• "" gz(n + p)  
• "" gp(n+p)  
Let us now consider the columns S~ of  S, and Htp(n) of Hp(n) for l = 1,2, .• . ,q .  
From (29) we have 
s.' 
gl(n) 
H~(n) = gz(n) 
gp(n) 
Sin+ p 
#1(n + p)  
g2(n + P) 
gp(n q- p) 
1 
gl(n) 
+ g2(n) 
gp(n) 
• " "  1 
"'" gl(n + p)  
• .. g2(n+ p)  
• .. gp(n + p)  
(29) 
Note that •i(rt)'s are the same for all l = 1,2, . . . ,  p. 
Using the vector version of  Sylvester's identity for the numerators and the scalar one for the 
denominators, Sadok [13] noticed that we obtain a recursive algorithm for computing Hpl(n): 
H~(n) = S~, go, i(n) = gi(n), n = 0,1, . . . ,  i = 1,2, . . . ,  
AHl_,(n) H](n) = Hl_ l (n )  - gk - l , k (n )~) ,  rt = 0, 1 ..... k = 1,2 .... 
gk, i(n) = gk-l.i(n) - gk-l ,k(n)Agk-l , i (n) Agk-l,k(n)'  n=0,1  . . . . .  k= l ,2 , . . . ,  i > k 
for l = 1 ,2 , . . . ,q ,  where A operates on the upper index n. 
Thus we immediately obtain the H-algorithm in the matrix case for computing the Hk(n)'s:  
Ho(n) = S,, go, i(n) = 9i(n), n = 0, 1 . . . . .  i = 1,2, . . . ,  
gk-I k(n) . . . .  
Hk(n) = Hk_l(n) - ; - - -~ , /Wtk_ l (n ) ,  n = 0, 1, . . . ,  k = 1,2 . . . .  
agk-l ,ktn) ' (30) 
0k-1 k(n) A " " , .. ,  gk, i(n) = 9k-l,i(n) ~ ,  gk- l i tn) ,  n = 0,1 . . . .  k = 1,2,. i > k. 
nOk_l,kl, n ) 
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If we set gi(n) = ~jql  Asij(n)uj for i = 1,2,. . . ,p,  then Hn = Hp(n) is the extension of Henrici's 
transformation to the matrix case. 
Remark 2.7. (1) For all n~>0, we need O(pq) arithmetic operations to compute g0a(n) for i = 
1,2,..., p, and O(pZq) for computing H, = Hp(n) from the terms S,,S,+1,... ,Sn+p of initial sequence 
(s.). 
(2) The algorithm (30) is well defined if 
Agl(n ) . . .  Ag l (n+i -1 )  
Agz(n) "" Ag2(n+i -1 )  
Agi(n ) . . .  Ag i (n+i -  1) 
0, for i -- 1,2,. . . ,p.  
2.4. Numerical examples 
The examples of this section consist in calculating the partial sum of a power of a matrix, solving 
the matrix equation X -AXD = C, and inverting I -D  for every nonsingular matrix D such that 
II B II < 1. 
We shall use the Frobenius matrix norm and the following notations: 
Rl(n) =11 an -S  IIF, R2(n) =11H~ -S  I1~ and R(n) = R2(n)/Rl(n). 
Example 2.8. Let us consider the power series of matrix defined by S = ~-'~i¢~=1 Zixi where 
Ill 0 Zi= (~)~ 1 (3), and X= 0-3  . 
1 0 0 g 
We have 
1 ! ! )  
S~ 3 2 
1 1 1 
2 3 4 
and, if we consider the matrix sequence (S,) defined by S, = Ein=l  Zi Xi, then we may prove that 
there exists an unique matrix 0) 
B= l --3 
such that Sn E LB and that the hypotheses of Corollary 2.4 are satisfied. 
Applying Henrici's transformation to Sn, with U = (1, 1, 1) T we obtain the results which are in 
Table 1. 
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Table 1 
n R1. R2" R, 
20 0.314 
21 0.157 
22 0.785 
23 0.392 
24 0.196 
25 0.981 
26 0.490 
27 0.245 
28 0.122 
10 -7 0.545 
10 -7 0.180 
10 -8 0.799 
10 -8 0.198 
10 -8 0.660 
10 9 0.219 
10 -9 0.729 
10 -9 0.241 
10 -9 0.791 
10 -10 
10-10 
10-11 
10-11 
10-12 
10-12 
10-13 
10-13 
10 -14 
0.173 
0.114 
0.762 
0.506 
0.336 
0.223 
0.148 
0.985 
0.645 
l0 -2 
10-2 
10-3 
10-3 
10 -3 
10 -3 
10-3 
10 -4 
10 -4 
17 
Example 2.9. Let S = E~I  Zi X i  where 
i i i ) 
= and X = 
4)i 3 i Zi 1 (~ (~) 
We have 
S __ 
(:43) 
1 1 • 
lOO) 5 
1 0 0 ~ 
l 
00 7 
In this case we may prove that the matrix B such that Sn belongs L8 is not unique, and 
with b, d E C. 
The numerical results are given in Table 2 with U = (1, 1, 1)T. 
Example  2.10. We consider the matrix equation 
X - AXD = C, (31) 
where A C mpxp(C),  D E Mq×q(C), C E Mp×q(C) and X C Mp×q(C). 
Let 21 . . . .  ,)~p and g~,. . . ,#q be the eigenvalues of  A and B, respectively. Wimmer [16, p.1128] 
showed that if  1 - 2i#: ~ 0 for i = 1,2 . . . .  , p, j = 1,2, . . . ,  q then Eq. (31 ) has an unique solution. 
We propose the matrix version of  Henrici 's transformation to solve the Eq. (31). 
We first construct a matrix sequence (An) by 
X,+l = C + AX, D. (32) 
We have the following theorem: 
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Tab le  2 
n R 1 ,, R2,, R,, 
20 0.805 
21 0.417 
22 0.216 
23 0.111 
24 0.577 
25 0.298 
26 0.153 
27 0.791 
28 0.407 
10 -6 0.475 
10 -6 0.167 
10 -6 0.586 
10 -6 0.205 
10 -7 0.716 
10 -7 0.249 
10 -7 0.870 
10 -8 0.301 
10 -8 0.105 
10 -8 0.590 
10 -9 0.400 
10 -9 0.271 
10 -1° 0.183 
10 - l °  0.124 
10 -11 0.837 
10 - l l  0.565 
10 -12 0.380 
10 -12 0.258 
10 -3 
10 -3 
10 -3 
10 -3 
10 -3 
10 -4 
10 -4 
10 -4 
10 -4 
Theorem 2.11. I f  1 - 2il~j ~ O for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,p ,  j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,q  and if X & the solution of equation 
(31) then 
II X.+l -x  II ~ II a II II x .  -x  II II D II. 
Moreover, if the matrices A and B are nonsingular, then 
1 II Xn+~ -- x II 
~< ~< IIA II I IDII .  
LI A-~ II II D - '  II II Xn - -X  II 
Proof. From (31 ) and (32) we obtain Xn+ 1 -X  = A(X  n -X )D .  Moreover, if A and B are nonsingular 
then X~ -X  = A-I(X~+I - -X)D -~, thus the result holds. [] 
From Theorem 2.11 we have the following result: 
Corollary 2.12. Suppose that 1 - 2i#} ~ 0 for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,p ,  j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,q ,  and let X be the 
unique solution of Eq. (31 ). 
(i) I f  II .4 II II D ]1 < 1 then the sequence (X,) converoes to X. 
(ii) Moreover, if the matrices A and D are nonsinoular and if the limit 
lim II x.+l - x II _ R exists 
then 
0< 
II A-1 II II D-1 II 
~R~ 11A II II O II < 1. 
Example 2.13. Let us consider the following example 
1 1 1 
.,1~= / 3 ) D= 1 1 1 1 ' 40 10 20 
l 1 1 
20 lO lO 
and C = 
17 2 3 / 
49 l l  7 
40 20 4 
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Table 3 
n RI. R2n R. 
1 0.284.101 
2 0.225. 101 
3 0.179.10 l 
4 0.143.10 l 
5 0.113 •10 l
6 0.905 
7 0.720 
8 0.573 
9 0.456 
10 0.362 
0.162- 101 
0.137 
0.128. 10 -1 
0.155 10 -2 
0.265 10 -3 
0.546 10 -4 
0.119 10 -4 
0.264 10 -5 
0.589 10 -6 
0.131 10 -6 
0.570 
0.608 
0.713 
0.108 
O.233 
0.603 
0.165 
0.461 
0.129 
0.361 
10 -1 
10 -2 
10 -2 
10 -3 
10 -4  
10 -4  
10-5 
10-5 
10 -6  
We have N A IIF II D [IF ~ 0.93 and the solution of  equation (31) is 
X~-~ . 
5 6 
Applying Henrici's method to (X.) with (1,1) 
No ~ 2 2 2 
1 0 1 
we obtain the results shown in Table 3. 
Example 2.14. Let us now consider another example. Let 
A = 
(!2 
2 
3 
3 
1 ,D= 
2 
1 3 1 1 
35 70 70 70 
3 1 1 1 
70 35 70 35 
1 | 1 1 
70 70 35 70 
2 1 1 3 
35 70 35 70 
and C = 
17 31 8 0 / 
35 35 35 
39 27 13 13 
70 14 70 14 " 
103 13 3 3 
70 14 14 70 
X = 121i) 1 3 1 . 321 
Applying Henrici's method to (X,) with 
x0 = i 
I ! ! !) 2 2 2 4 
1 1 1 1 
g ~ ~ , 
1 1 (~ 1 
We have [I A [[F [[ D [IF ~,~ 0.84 and the solution of  Eq. (31) is 
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Table 4 
n R 1 ,, R2,, R,, 
1 0.336 
2 0.231 
3 0.158 
4 0.109 
5 0.749 
6 0.514 
7 0.353 
8 0.242 
9 0.166 
10 0.114 
10 -1 
10 -1 
10-1 
10-I 
10 -1 
10 -1 
0.120 
0.169 
0.929 
0.128 
0.181 
0.246 
0.333 
0.453 
0.617 
0.839 
0.357 
10 -1 0.731 
10 -3 0.585 
10 -3 0.118 
10 -4 0.242 
10 -5 0.478 
10 -6 0.943 
10 -7 0.186 
10 -8 0.369 
, 10 -9 0.732 
10 -1 
10-Z 
10-2 
10 -3 
10 -4 
10-5 
10-5 
10 -6 
10 -7 
we obtain the results shown in Table 4. 
Remark 2.15. (1) These numerical examples how that the matrix version of Henrici's method is 
best for accelerating the convergence of some matrix sequences: 
As indicated in Remark 2.5, Example 2.6 shows that this method is exact for inverting I -  D, and 
from Tables 1-4 Examples 2.8, 2.9, 2.13 and 2.14 show that the sequence Hn converges faster than 
the initial sequence Sn. 
(2) The computation of (Hn) involves Sn,Sn+l , . . .  , an+ p. Therefore, if we do not know the terms of 
the initial sequence (Sn), it is necessary to construct hem. This construction increases the operation 
count of the algorithm. 
(3) Before the fact that this method accelerates the convergence of some matrix sequences, one 
has to notice the simplicity of the algorithm (30). 
Elaboration of new transformations of matrix sequences, in order to resolve some matrix equations, 
are under consideration and will be compared with Henrici's method. 
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